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More Politicized Justice to Protect Hillary

By Roger Aronoff

A

recently revealed connection between Virginia
Governor Terry McAuliffe, a local Virginia politician
and the FBI exposes, at the very least, another
deceptive conflict of interest that was likely intended to help
protect the viability of Hillary Clinton’s presidential ambitions.
These politicians believe they can get away with such actions
because they trust that they can count on a complicit
mainstream media to cover for their corruption.
A case in point is the funding McAuliffe arranged for Dr.
Jill McCabe, the wife of the future deputy director of the FBI,
Andrew McCabe. McAuliffe steered nearly $500,000 from his
political action committee, Common Good VA, and another
approximately $200,000 from the Virginia Democratic Party
to Mrs. McCabe for her state senate campaign in 2015. Her
campaign had a total budget of $1.8 million, and according
to The Washington Post, in 2015 the state allowed candidates
to use campaign funds for personal expenses so long as the
campaign was operating.
“No, it’s not at all a normal amount [of money],” said State
Senator Dick Black, the incumbent who defeated McCabe in
2015 and kept the seat, on the Steve Batton Show. “In fact, the
amount that was involved is comparable to what you would
have in a full congressional, a hotly contested congressional
race.” Black, who served as a pilot for the Marines during the
Vietnam War, was later the head of the Criminal Law Division
at the Pentagon.
“The amount of money that was put in was astounding,”
Black continued. “It was four times as much as the Democrats
had put into the former race when this was an open seat.” At the
time that Jill McCabe announced her campaign, her husband
Andrew was running the Washington, D.C. field office of the
FBI. He was later promoted to the number three position, and
then promoted to deputy director. His wife’s campaign failed,
and, according to The Washington Post, Andrew McCabe
avoided handling Virginia public corruption cases during her
campaign and didn’t “participate in” campaign events.
Yet, given that the main funder of his wife’s campaign,
Governor McAuliffe, is a long-time Clinton ally who chaired

Hillary Clinton’s 2008 presidential campaign and chaired the
Democratic National Committee, Andrew McCabe should
have recused himself from the Hillary Clinton investigation—
no matter at what level he was serving.
According to a cutting Wall Street Journal editorial, “All of
this asks voters to believe that Mr. McCabe as the No. 3 official
at the FBI had nothing to do with the biggest, most sensitive
case at that agency. This strains credulity.” It was the Journal
that broke the story this week about McAuliffe steering money
to McCabe.
The editorial continues, “Before he became No. 3 at the FBI
Mr. McCabe ran the bureau’s Washington, D.C. field office
that provided resources to the Clinton probe. Campaignfinance records show that 98% of the McAuliffe donations to
Mrs. McCabe came after the FBI launched its Clinton probe.”
Three months after McCabe’s defeat, her husband became
the FBI deputy director helping to oversee the Clinton email
case. Not only does this have the appearance of impropriety—
it doesn’t pass the smell test.
“So the Democratic Party actually suspected that this
woman was a Republican because she hadn’t been active in
any politics,” said Black. “She came out of the blue, which
was quite mysterious. Why this woman, why was she chosen?”
Black described how another Democratic Party operative
continued on page 3

Editor’s Message

in the News

A recent article in the Christian
Science Monitor cited AIM Editor Roger Aronoff. The article was
titled “In 2016 election, a division
over what ‘corrupt’ means.”
The article said the word “corrupt” is being over-used to describe
the media, the system in general,
and politicians like President
Obama. “It is Trump who has capitalized the most on this suspicion,
running less on implementable
policies than emotions. He uses
‘corrupt’ as an all-purpose negative
modifier that links together all the
things he opposes.”
After citing a David Brooks column that argued that “The Obama
administration has been remarkably scandal-free,” they cited a column by Aronoff.
“To the GOP populists, they were
more evidence of nefarious connections, a web, a confederacy of
dunces. Obama’s scandals didn’t
get more publicity because the
mainstream media is part of the
defending team.
“‘A corrupt media is willing to
overlook massive amounts of
evidence of malfeasance to benefit their allies in the Democratic
Party,’ wrote Roger Aronoff of the
conservative Accuracy in Media
watchdog group following the
Brooks column.”

Dear Fellow Media Watchdogs:
As we enter the final days of the 2016 presidential election, I
am reminded of the phrase and concept that the “first casualty”
in war is the truth. There have been various versions of this quote
since at least the 18th century. If ever a presidential campaign
was like a war, this year’s would be it. The two sides have been
extremely hostile and insulting to each other, and making harsh
accusations. None of us have ever seen anything quite like it. And
as the saying goes, “truth” has definitely been a casualty.
One example that stands out most dramatically is the repeated accusation that
Republican candidate Donald Trump is alleging an international conspiracy that is
determined to keep him from winning the White House on November 8. A Washington Post article suggested that his reference to international banks is a dog whistle
for anti-Semitism, a message they argue that his supporters are hearing, whether he
means it or not. Trump has certainly said that the system is rigged by establishment
politicians of both parties, and that the electoral process is rigged. He certainly has a
point. But there is nothing to suggest that Trump is anti-Semitic, while Hillary, many
Democrats and the Obama administration have exhibited great hostility towards Israel.
They nearly always seek to blame Israel for not being sufficiently committed to peace,
though no country has a greater incentive to have peaceful relations with its neighbors.
We at AIM have been identifying and criticizing liberal media bias for nearly 50
years. It’s probably never been worse, or more out in the open, than it is today. And let’s
be clear. We’re talking about the so-called mainstream media: NBC, MSNBC, CBS,
ABC, PBS, CNN, The New York Times, The Washington Post, the Associated Press
and USA Today. Clearly these organizations are editorially in line with, and politically
supporting a Democratic victory this November. Some of them have argued that Trump
is so uniquely dangerous and threatening, that this is no time for being objective.
But in reality, it is the Democrats who are peddling a conspiracy theory that the
election is being tampered with, by a clique that includes Vladimir Putin, Julian
Assange of WikiLeaks, Guccifer (the Romanian hacker), and, of course, the Trump
campaign. They have now added FBI Director James Comey to the list for reopening
the email investigation. They don’t consider it to be a conspiracy theory, but a fact,
which is absurd. We still don’t know who is behind the leaks, other than WikiLeaks.
In the meantime, James O’Keefe’s Project Veritas has dropped a series of smoking
guns showing how the Clinton campaign, the Democratic National Committee, a
Clinton super PAC, a radical left-wing activist group, and the Obama White House
have actually conspired to influence the election. One way was sending goons to Trump
rallies to create violence, and have it blamed on Trump. Another is to bus people to
vote, illegally. The media had nothing to say about this except that O’Keefe has been
discredited and was a convicted criminal. And the winner is...•
For Accuracy in Media				
Roger Aronoff
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To the Editor:
Damned right elections are rigged. Trump
should have been debating Bernie Sanders at the podium, not usurper Crooked
Hillary.
Jack P.

Please send Letters to the Editor to:
Accuracy in Media
Attn: Letters to the Editor
4350 East West Highway #555
Bethesda, MD 20814
or email to info@aim.org
Please keep your submissions to 50 words
or less. Letters may be edited for length.
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had already filed to run for the state
senate seat, but the party decided that
Jill McCabe would be the candidate—
without holding a primary.
As we have reported, the whole FBI
investigation into Hillary Clinton’s use
of classified email and private server
stinks—and the fix was clearly in. Not
only did the FBI grant immunity to
five people deeply involved in the case,
it also made a deal to destroy evidence
on two witnesses’ computers once it
finished reviewing material found on
them. “Sources said the arrangement
with former Clinton chief of staff Cheryl
Mills and ex-campaign staffer Heather
Samuelson also limited the search to no
later than Jan. 31, 2015,” reported Fox
News. “This meant investigators could
not review documents for the period after
the email server became public—in turn
preventing the bureau from discovering
if there was any evidence of obstruction
of justice, sources said.”
In addition, the FBI failed to empanel
a grand jury to look into the case, instead
relying on non-aggressive interviews
which were not recorded.
We have long maintained that
EmailGate is not just about hiding
information from the public, but is also
a national security scandal. The Obama
administration is clearly using political
considerations to determine who receives
punishment for mishandling the nation’s
secrets. Among the latest WikiLeaks
revelations is further proof that President
Obama was well aware that Mrs. Clinton
was doing government business from a
private, unsecured server, though he
denied it, and that staff members were
scrambling to figure out how to contain
the fallout.
The Washington Post reports that
another government official who

mishandled classified information,
leaking it to the press, failed to escape
judgment. Former Joint Chiefs of
Staff Vice Chairman General James E.
Cartwright’s “greatest mistake was not
talking to reporters or lying about it;
he failed to play the Washington game
skillfully enough to avoid becoming a
scapegoat for a system in which senior
officials skirt the rules and then fall back
on their political power to save them,”
writes Josh Rogin for the Post. He
In addition, the FBI failed to
empanel a grand jury to look into
the case, instead relying on nonaggressive interviews which were
describes how Cartwright “was a pariah
to many of the Very Important People in
Washington’s national security elite.”
Cartwright “pleaded guilty to the
felony charge of lying to the FBI during
its investigation into the leaking of
classified information about covert
operations against Iran to two journalists”
and could face up to five years in jail and
a $250,000 fine, writes Rogin.
Before that, Cartwright was known as
“Obama’s favorite general.” But clearly
that is no longer the case, or presumably
he would have gotten off scot-free, just
like Hillary, from the highly politicized
Obama Justice Department. Hillary’s
mishandling of classified material was
part of her daily routine for years—
far more egregious than anything that
Cartwright did.
As Rogin pointed out in the Post
article, Cartwright spoke to The New
York Times’ David Sanger about the
Stuxnet program designed to slow
down Iran’s quest for nuclear weapons.
Sanger had previously “had meetings

on Iran with several other high-profile
administration
officials,
including
National Security Adviser Tom Donilon,
Deputy Secretary of State Bill Burns and
even Clinton herself. There’s no evidence
of any other Stuxnet leak investigations
of high-level officials.”
But only Cartwright is taking the fall.
“In his statement taking responsibility
for lying to the FBI,” writes Rogin,
“Cartwright asserted his motivations
were patriotic. ‘My only goal in talking
to the reporters was to protect American
interests and lives; I love my country and
continue to this day to do everything I
can to defend it.’” We may have to wait
for Cartwright’s memoir to find out the
rest of this story.
In 2013, the Times’ Sanger said that
the Obama administration was the “most
closed, control-freak administration”
he’d ever covered. But Hillary got a pass,
in order to run for the White House
to succeed President Obama. We have
reported on how this administration has
systematically and to an unprecedented
level targeted leakers and journalists.
But the whitewash of an FBI
investigation into Mrs. Clinton’s email
practices is looking more and more
like a cover-up. That the McCabes felt
indebted to Clinton associate McAuliffe
cannot be definitively proven, but it
defies common sense to assume that
they both were purely impartial about
the investigation into Hillary. If only
the mainstream media would do their
job and report on the facts of this case,
instead of simply lambasting Donald
Trump and his supporters for Trump’s
inartful comments. If only.•
Roger Aronoff is the Editor of Accuracy
in Media, and a member of the Citizens’
Commission on Benghazi. He can be
contacted at roger.aronoff@aim.org.

Trump Threatens Liberal Media Monopolies

By Cliff Kincaid
Ask the media critics on the left to
identify the bible of their movement and
they will inevitably cite Ben Bagdikian’s
famous book, The Media Monopoly. But
in a sign that the media monopoly has
turned into a weapon of the “progressive”
movement, it is Donald J. Trump and
his economic adviser, Professor Peter
Navarro, who are leading the charge

against the corporate interests, with
media properties backing the Democratic
Party and its global socialist agenda.
In a hard-hitting statement, Trump
adviser Navarro announced that Trump,
if elected president, “will break up the
new media conglomerate oligopolies that
have gained enormous control over our
information, intrude into our personal
lives, and in this election, are attempting

to unduly influence America’s political
process.”
A professor of economics and
public policy at the Paul Merage
School of Business at the University of
California, Irvine, Navarro identified
the corporations with a monopoly over
news and information as the same ones
that are ripping off American consumers
and shipping jobs overseas. “The
continued on page 4
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very corporations that have gained
from shipping America’s factories
and jobs offshore are the very same
media conglomerates now pushing
Hillary Clinton’s agenda,” he said in a
statement. “She is the official candidate
of the multinational ruling elite.”
Bagdikian’s The Media Monopoly,
first published in 1983, has served as
a guidebook for students of the media
industry who critically analyze the
consolidation of power into fewer and
fewer companies. But as these companies
demonstrate their influence in the 2016
presidential campaign in a way favorable
to Hillary Clinton and the Democratic
Party, leading “progressives” have grown
silent about the need to break up the
media monopolies and give Americans
access to more choices for news and
information.
Navarro compared Trump’s plan with
the one used by Republican President
Teddy Roosevelt, who “busted up more
than 40 oil, railroad, steel and other
‘trusts’ that were wielding their rapacious
monopoly power to gouge consumers and
interfere with the efficient functioning of
the American economy.”
Citing examples of how these modernday monopolies work, Navarro said,
“NBC, and its Clinton megaphone
MSNBC, were once owned by General
Electric, a leader in offshoring factories
to China. Now NBC has been bought by
Comcast, which is specifically targeting
the Chinese market—even as Comcast’s
anchors and reporters at MSNBC engage
in their Never Trump tactics.”
Citing a proposed mega-merger in the
news, he said, “AT&T, the original and
abusive ‘Ma Bell’ telephone monopoly, is
now trying to buy Time Warner and thus
the wildly anti-Trump CNN.”
Navarro said, “Donald Trump would
never approve such a deal because it
concentrates too much power in the
hands of the too and powerful few.”
Taking aim at The New York Times,
an influential national newspaper,
the professor said that its “strings
are being pulled by Mexico’s Carlos
Slim, a billionaire who benefits from
NAFTA and supports Hillary Clinton’s

open border policies.” Regarding The
Washington Post, owned by Amazon
billionaire Jeff Bezos, Navarro said
it “profits from the flow of illegally
subsidized foreign products through its
distribution channels. Lower costs mean
higher margins—no matter if bad trade
deals lead to massive unemployment in
America.”
Navarro, who carries the title of
senior economic advisor to Trump, said
America is witnessing the “oligopolistic
realignment of the American media
along ideological and corporate lines” in
a manner that is “destroying an American
democracy that depends on a free flow of
information and freedom of thought.”
As noted by Trump himself in a recent
speech, the giant media companies are
part of the “global special interests”
determined to stop his campaign and
destroy him personally. Their tactics,
he said, involve personal attacks. “The
establishment and their media enablers
wield control over this nation through
means that are well known,” he noted.
“Anyone who challenges their control is
deemed a sexist, a racist, a xenophobe
and morally deformed. They will attack
you, they will slander you, they will seek
to destroy your career and reputation.
And they will lie, lie and lie even more.”
In the case of The New York Times,
Trump said, the publication won’t
correct the record after publishing false
allegations. He explained, “Six months
ago, The New York Times wrote a massive
story attacking me, and the central
witness they used said the story was
false, that she was quoted inaccurately.
She said I was a great guy, and never
made those remarks. We demanded
a retraction, but they refused to print

it—just like they refused to print the
comments from another source who
praised me in her book, or the words
of another wonderful woman who said
nice things.”
“These attacks are orchestrated by
the Clintons and their media allies,”
he said.
The New York businessman declared
that he is getting in the way of the
“global special interests” whose agenda
is “global government” and “radical
globalization” schemes.
“The Clinton Machine is at the center
of this power structure,” he said. “We’ve
seen this firsthand in the WikiLeaks
documents in which Hillary Clinton
meets in secret with international
banks to plot the destruction of U.S.
sovereignty in order to enrich these
global financial powers.” He noted those
same emails also prove how the media
serve the interests of the Clintons and
their global backers.
However, in Britain, Trump noted,
the people revolted. He said “…they
voted to liberate themselves from global
government and global trade deals and
global immigration deals that have
destroyed their sovereignty.” But the real
fight is here: “…the central base of world
political power is here in America, and
it is our corrupt political establishment
that is the greatest power behind the
efforts at radical globalization and the
disenfranchisement of working people.”
There used to be a time when
Democrats and progressives claimed to
be for working people. These workers
and their families are seen today as
expendable. “Just look at what this
corrupt establishment has done to our
cities like Detroit and Flint, Michigan—
and rural towns in Pennsylvania, Ohio,
North Carolina and across our country,”
Trump said. “They have stripped these
towns bare, and raided the wealth for
themselves and taken away their jobs.”
After the looting of U.S. manufacturing
industries, the globalists now want to
acquire American media properties.
And the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) recently voted to
allow the sale of American radio and
continued on page 5
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TV stations to foreigners. The FCC
ruling enables front companies of hostile
regimes to literally take over media
properties that were once legally required
to serve the interests of American
By Cliff Kincaid

L

consumers of news and information.
Not surprisingly, however, the scope
of what the FCC did and the damage
that will be done to the belief that the
American media should serve American

consumers were issues that received no
coverage from our corporate media that
want to sell out to foreign interests.•
Cliff Kincaid is the Director of the AIM
Center for Investigative Journalism.

Trump’s Powerful Attack on the Corporate Media

eft-wing media critics I have
debated over the years have
repeatedly bashed the slanted
“corporate media.” But now that a
Republican presidential candidate has
taken up this charge, with concrete proof,
they are shying away from supporting his
critique. You see, these critics were Bernie
Sanders supporters, and Sanders has sold
out to those special interests by throwing
his support to the corporate candidate,
Democrat Hillary Clinton.
As I recently debated Steve Rendall
of Fairness & Accuracy in Reporting
(FAIR) on the SUNY New Paltz campus,
I heard him say that there was no doubt
that the corporate special interests were
backing Mrs. Clinton over Donald J.
Trump. But Steve can’t take the further
step of declaring his sympathy for
Trump’s critique of the media, even
though Trump is echoing much of what
has been the left-wing attack on the
media for many years.
“The most powerful weapon deployed
by the Clintons is the corporate media,”
declared Trump. “Let’s be clear on
one thing: the corporate media in
our country is no longer involved in
journalism. They are a political special
interest, no different than any lobbyist
or other financial entity with an agenda.
And their agenda is to elect the Clintons
at any cost, at any price, no matter how
many lives they destroy. For them, it is
a war—and for them, nothing is out of
bounds.”
FAIR describes itself as “the national

progressive media watchdog group,
challenging corporate media bias,
spin and misinformation.” FAIR
is a much more honest group than
Media Matters, which pretends to
monitor the media but functions as
an adjunct of the Hillary Clinton
campaign. But FAIR will only go
so far in validating what Trump is
saying about the corruption in the
corporate media.
By the same token, I was hesitant
over the years to accept the leftwing critique of the “corporate
media.” Although they had a liberal/
left slant, I still held to the notion that
a significant number of journalists in
the establishment media were somewhat
capable of independence from the
corporations that employed them.
The revelations from WikiLeaks have
thoroughly demonstrated that they
were working hand-in-glove for their
employers and the Clinton campaign.
FAIR is a much more honest group
than Media Matters, which pretends
to monitor the media but functions
as an adjunct of the Hillary Clinton
campaign.
As Trump noted, “…the emails
show that the Clinton Machine is so
closely and irrevocably tied to media
organizations that she is given the
questions and answers in advance of her
debates. Clinton is also given approval
and veto power over quotes written
about her in The New York Times. And
the emails show the reporters collaborate
and conspire directly with the Clinton
campaign on helping her win the
election.”
The Marxist academic, Noam
Chomsky, has estimated that as few
as six corporations control most of the
information provided to the American
people. Green Party presidential
candidate Jill Stein echoes this, adding,
“Why does the corporate media prop

up Hillary and smear her opponents?
Because they’re huge donors to her
foundation.”
What they leave out is that the
media bias since the days of FDR
has been against Republicans. My
college journalism textbook was called
Interpretative Reporting, and was written
by a member of the Progressive Party.
That was 40 years ago.
But even that amount of control isn’t
enough for those behind Hillary Clinton
and the modern Democratic Party.
President Obama, who just let
the Internet fall into the hands of a
consortium that includes Russia and
China, now says we have to develop a
“reliable” system of determining what’s
true and what’s not. He said, “We are
going to have to rebuild within this wildwild-West-of-information flow some sort
of curating function that people agree
to.”
Obama indicated he’d like to go
back to the days when “it used to be
there were three television stations and
Walter Cronkite is on there,” and people
who disagreed with the narrative were
relegated to the tabloids.
This is the mark of a socialist—
absolute control not only of what people
buy and sell, but what they consume in
the field of news and information.
Incredibly, he made these remarks
at an official “White House Frontiers
Conference,” sponsored by Carnegie
Mellon University in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.
That’s strangely appropriate, since
college campuses have become known
for thought and speech control of the
students who are supposed to be there
for intellectual curiosity.
These are dark days for America.
Control from the top of the government
down, through the corporations and the
campuses, is taking over and trying to
destroy the only country in the world
based on a First Amendment that
protects freedom of speech, religion and
association.
continued on page 6
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“This is a struggle for the survival of our
nation,” Trump said. “This election will
determine whether we are a free nation,
or whether we have only the illusion of
democracy but are in fact controlled by
a small handful of global special interests
rigging the system.”
If the left-wing critics of Mrs. Clinton

and the corporate special interests were
being honest with themselves, they
would have to admit that Trump is
right. But they can’t go that far. They are
hoping that a Clinton victory will result
in a few scraps from the Clinton table
falling into their laps and mouths. They
are counting on being fellow-travelers

on the road to a socialist one-party state
with a distinctive corporate cast. They
figure their candidate, Bernie Sanders,
sold out, and they might just as well go
ahead and sell out, too.•
Cliff Kincaid is the Director of the AIM
Center for Investigative Journalism, and
can be contacted at cliff.kincaid@aim.org

New York Times Uses
7-Year-Old’s “Scary
Dream about Donald
Trump” to Frighten
Voters

comforting her. ‘He’s just talk.’”
The article then chronicled the
Elcharfa’s struggle with anti-Muslim
sentiment as they try to raise their
family, giving readers the impression that
this may be because the family lives in
a Trump stronghold in New York City,
thus adding to the anti-Trump bias.
It may not make much of a difference
in the election, however, since a majority
of the Times’ readers are likely Clinton
supporters. But it is yet another shameful
example of the liberal media using
children to further their agenda at the
expense of the facts.•

increases of as much as 75% in Arizona,
or those who have chosen to opt out of
Obamacare and pay a penalty because
they can’t afford the premiums.
Obama just can’t bring himself
to publicly admit that his signature
achievement as President has been a
failure, and it is rapidly becoming far
from affordable for a large part of the
population.•

By Don Irvine

emocratic National Committee
chairwoman Donna Brazile
took umbrage with Megyn
Kelly after the Fox News anchor grilled
her about leaking a town hall question to
the Clinton campaign.
Kelly asked Brazile how she obtained
a debate question for a CNN town hall
that was read verbatim by Roland Martin
of TV One, CNN’s partner for the town
hall.
Brazile denied receiving any questions
in advance from CNN and accused Kelly
of persecuting her.
“As a Christian woman, I understand
persecution, but I will not sit here and be
persecuted. Your information is false…
Podesta’s emails were stolen. You’re
so interested in talking about stolen
material, you’re like a thief that wants to
bring into the night the things that you
found in the gutter.”
Kelly pressed on, reminding Brazile
that CNN’s Jake Tapper said that the
leak was “unethical” and that he found
the matter very upsetting.
Brazile responded by saying that
she wasn’t going to “validate falsified
information,” especially from emails that
may have been doctored by WikiLeaks.•

By Don Irvine

T

he New York Times is still working
hard to defeat Donald Trump,
as evidenced by an article that
appeared on October 25 featuring a
7-year-old Muslim girl’s “scary” dream
about the GOP nominee.
The article begins with 7-year-old
Maaria Elcharfa calling for her father
when she walked into the kitchen the
morning after the second presidential
debate:
“‘Baba, I had a scary dream,’ she
said, hugging him tight. ‘About Donald
Trump.’
It was the morning after the second
presidential debate, which the Elcharfa
family’s two youngest daughters watched
in the basement of their Staten Island
home with their parents. In the middle
of the night, Maaria went to her parents’
room twice, unable to sleep, and walked
to the living room and checked her
family’s security camera.
That morning, Mr. Elcharfa, 52,
asked his daughter what she saw in the
nightmare.
‘He was so mean to us,’ she said.
‘He had a scary face, like a zombie or
something.’ In the dream, Maaria later
said, Mr. Trump came to the home of
every Muslim family in the country and
put each one in jail.
‘Don’t worry,’ he told his daughter,
6
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DNC Chair Donna Brazile Compares Megyn
Kelly to a Thief When
Obama Blames Media Grilled About Leaked
for Negative
Town Hall Question
By Don Irvine
Obamacare Image

S

peaking recently at Miami
Dade College, President Obama
criticized the media’s coverage of
rapidly rising Obamacare premiums, and
blamed the media for the negative image
his health care program suffers from:
“Even reporters who cover this stuff,
and they do a good job, they’re trying to
follow all of the debate. But a lot of times,
they just report ‘premium increases.’ And
everybody thinks, ‘Wow, my insurance
rates are going up, it must be Obama’s
fault. Even though you don’t get health
insurance through Obamacare, you get it
through your job.”
Obama admitted that premiums have
increased, claiming that they have risen
at a slower rate than if Obamacare had
not been implemented.
Tell that to the people facing premium
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